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Purpose

• To outline:

• The Council’s approach to setting a 

funding formula for mainstream primary 

and secondary schools for 2019-20 and 

the implications arising from this; and

• The need to transfer funding from the 

Schools Block DSG to the High Needs 

Block DSG to cover a shortfall in Special 

Educational Needs (SEN) funding and the 

implications arising from this.



Background
• Local formula since 1990

• Formulas simplified / restricted significantly 

since 2013

• To be replaced by National Funding 

Formula (NFF) for schools allocations in 

future

• Local formulas in place until 2020-21

• Transitional formula adopted in Durham

• NFF used to determine DSG allocations to 

local authorities



Other funding

• Other school funding is not affected by 

the schools formula:

• Early years

• SEN funding

• Post-16

• Nursery schools

• Special schools

• Pupil Premium



Regulation

• Subject to statutory regulation

• Data supplied by DfE (October schools 

census)

• Limited local discretion over:

• Formula Factors used

• Amount of funding allocated to each factor

• Can’t target funding through bespoke 

factors



Decision-making

• Formula is a Council decision, 

however…

• We must consult the Schools Forum 

and the schools

• Decision taken by Cabinet in December

• Formula finalised in January and final 

formula included in Budget report to 

cabinet in February



Permitted formula factors

• Pupil-led funding

• Basic unit per pupil (AWPU)

• Deprivation

• Low Prior Attainment

• English as an Additional Language

• School-led funding

• Lump sum

• Sparsity

• Premises-led funding



Local Formula in Durham

• 2018-19 version:

• Uses all the factors in the NFF

• Transitional values used – increasing 

alignment to NFF over a 3 year period

• Transition to NFF by2020-21



2019-20 funding in Durham

• Estimated funding for 2019-20 = £305.2 

million, provides for an estimated:

• 39,100 primary age pupils, across 

214 primary schools and academies

• 25,500 secondary age pupils across 

31 secondary schools and academies



Consultation

• Schools Forum

• Working groups and full meetings

• Schools

• Schools Extranet, October

• Cabinet

• 17 October and 12 December



2019-20 options
• OPTION 1:

Implement the NFF as closely as possible from 

2019-20

• OPTION 2:

Continue with the transitional formula to converge 

in 2020/21

• OPTION 3:

Continue with the transitional formula, but at a 

slower rate – converge 2021/22

• OPTION 4:

Using existing formula, with no further transition



Transfer to High Needs Block

• High Needs Block (HNB) is part of the 

Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG)

• Separate allocation since 2013

• Funds provision for pupils and students 

with Special Educational Needs (SEN)

• Includes funding for provision in

• Mainstream primary and secondary

• Special schools

• Out-of-county placements



SEN shortfall
• Spending compared to HNB:

• 2017/18 overspend = £4.652 million

• 2018/19 forecast overspend = £5.129 million

• Use of DSG reserves to cover overspend 

in 2017-18 and part of the overspend in 

2018/19

• Insufficient reserves to do this again this 

year

• Negative DSG reserve forecast by end of 

the current year – not sustainable



SEN pressures

• Increases in:

• Numbers of children and young people 

with SEN

• 19 to 25 year olds

• Early years

• Complexity of need

• Challenges to the inclusiveness of the 

system



Transfer to HNB

• This must be approved by either the 

Schools Forum (if 0.5% or below) or the 

Secretary of State (if over 0.5%)

• Durham is likely to need SoS approval 

because of the amount needed

• Cabinet recommended to approve an 

application

• Will be for the maximum amount 

transferable



Comparison of options

• Issues

• Smoothness of transition

• Rate of transition

• Future of the NFF

• Flexibility

• DfE expectations



Equality Impact Assessment

• An EIA was done for the 2018-19 local 

formula

• Will be updated for 2019-20 and 

included in the December Cabinet 

report



Recommendation

• Members are recommended to:

• Note the information contained within this 

report.

• Continue to monitor progress towards 

implementation of the NFF.



Questions?


